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Abstract 
Proxy credentials are commonly used in security systems when one entity 
wishes to grant to another entity some set of its privileges. We have 
defined and standardized X.509 Proxy Certificates for the purpose of 
providing restricted proxying and delegation within a PKI-based 
authentication system. We present here our motivations for this work 
coming from our efforts in Grid security, the Proxy Certificate itself, and 
our experiences in implementation and deployment. 

1 Introduction 
“Grids” [10] have emerged as a common approach to constructing dynamic, inter-domain, 
distributed computing and data collaborations. In order to support these environments, 
Grids require a light-weight method for dynamic delegation between entities across 
organizational boundaries. Examples of these delegation requirements include granting 
privileges to unattended processes which must run without user intervention, the short-
term sharing of files for collaboration, and the use of brokering services which acquire 
resources (e.g., storage, computing cycles, bandwidth) on behalf of the user. 

The Globus Toolkit® [11] has emerged as the dominant middleware for Grid deployments 
worldwide. The Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) [39,2,9] is the portion of the Globus 
Toolkit that provides the fundamental security services needed to support Grids. GSI 
provides libraries and tools for authentication and message protection that use standard 
X.509 public key certificates [5,16], public key infrastructure (PKI), the SSL/TLS 
protocol [6], and X.509 Proxy Certificates, an extension defined for GSI to meet the 
delegation requirements of Grid communities.  

Proxy Certificates allow an entity holding a standard X.509 public key certificate to 
delegate some or all of its privileges to another entity which may not hold X.509 
credentials at the time of delegation. This delegation can be performed dynamically, 
without the assistance of a third party, and can be limited to arbitrary subsets of the 
delegating entity’s privileges. Once acquired, a Proxy Certificate is used by its bearer to 
authenticate and establish secured connections with other parties in the same manner as a 
normal X.509 end-entity certificate. 

Proxy Certificates were first prototyped in early implementations of GSI. Subsequently, 
they have been refined through standardization in the IETF PKIX working group [17] 



and have achieved RFC status. (At the time of this writing, the Proxy Certificate internet 
draft [37] has passed IETF-wide public comment and is only awaiting assignment of an 
RFC number). GSI currently implements this standard. 

GSI and Proxy Certificates have been used to build numerous middleware libraries and 
applications that have been widely deployed in large production and experimental Grids 
[2,3,4,19,35]. This experience has proven the viability of proxy delegation as a basis for 
authorization within Grids, and has further proven the viability of using X.509 Proxy 
Certificates.  

We start with a discussion of the requirements that spurred our use of X.509 public key 
certificates and motivated our development of Proxy Certificates. We follow with a 
technical description of the format of Proxy Certificates in Section 3. Section 4 describes 
how Proxy Certificates can be used to achieve single sign-on and delegation, and Section 
5 describes how Proxy Certificates can be integrated with different types of authorization 
systems. Section 6 discusses current implementations and applications of Proxy 
Certificates. Section 7 discusses performance issues with Proxy Certificates and security 
tradeoffs in regards to those issues. We conclude with a discussion of related work in 
Section 8 and a summary in Section 9. 

2 Motivation 
We discuss first our motivation for the use of X.509 certificates and PKI as the basis for 
our GSI implementation. Then we discuss the motivations that lead to the creation of 
Proxy Certificates as an enhancement to standard X.509 public key certificates. 

2.1 Motivation for X.509 Certificates 
GSI uses X.509 public key certificates and Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for authentication 
not only because these are well-known technologies with readily available, well-tested 
open source implementations, but because the trust model of X.509 certificates allows an 
entity to trust another organization’s certification authority (CA) without requiring that 
the rest of its organization do so or requiring reciprocation by the trusted CA. 

This flexibility of trust model for X.509 certificates was a deciding factor between X.509 
certificates and other common authentication mechanisms. For example, Kerberos [29] 
requires that all cross-domain trust be established at the domain level, meaning that 
organizations have to agree to allow cross-domain authentication, which can often be a 
heavy-weight administrative process. In many common Grid deployments, only a few 
users and resources at a particular organization may participate in the Grid deployment, 
making the process of acquiring buy-in from the organization as a whole to establish the 
authentication fabric prohibitive. 

2.2 Motivation for Proxy Certificates 
The establishment of X.509 public key certificates and their issuing certification 
authorities provides a sufficient authentication infrastructure for persistent entities in 
Grids. However, several use cases exist that are not well covered by X.509 public key 
certificates alone. 



• Dynamic delegation: It is often the case that a Grid user needs to delegate some 
subset of their privileges to another entity on relatively short notice and only for a 
brief amount of time. For example, a user needing to move a dataset in order to 
use it in a computation may want to grant to a reliable file transfer service the 
necessary rights to access the dataset and storage so that it may perform a set of 
file transfers on the user’s behalf. Since these actions may be difficult to predict, 
having to arrange delegation ahead of time through some administrator is 
prohibitive. 

• Dynamic entities: In addition to delegation to persistent services and entities, the 
requirement exists to support delegation of privileges to services that are created 
dynamically, often by the user them self, that do not hold any form of identity 
credential. A common scenario is that a user submits a job to a computational 
resource and wants to delegate privileges to the job to allow it to access other 
resources on the user’s behalf, for example, to access data belonging to the user 
on other resources or start sub-jobs on other resources. An important point here is 
that the user wants to delegate privileges specifically to the job and not to the 
resource as a whole (i.e., other jobs being run by other users on the resource 
should not share the rights). 

• Repeated Authentication: It is common practice to protect the private keys 
associated with X.509 public key certificates either by encrypting them with a 
pass phrase (if stored on disk) or by requiring a PIN for access (if on a smart card). 
This technique poses a burden on users who need to authenticate repeatedly in a 
short period of time, which occurs frequently in Grid scenarios when a user is 
coordinating a number of resources. 

A number of existing mechanisms could satisfy the first use case. For example, user-
issued X.509 attribute certificates [8] could be used to delegate rights to other bearers of 
X.509 public key certificates. However, the heavy-weight process of vetting associated 
with the issuing of public key certificates makes it prohibitive to use this method for the 
dynamically created entities described in the second use case: acquiring public key 
certificates for dynamically created, and often short-lived entities, would be too slow for 
practical use. It would have been possible to use other means for authenticating these 
dynamic entities, for example bare keys as described in Section 8.5, but this approach 
would have required protocol modifications (or a new protocol) to accommodate the new 
authentication mechanism. 

The third scenario could be solved by caching the pass phrase or PIN required for access 
to the private key. However, this caching increases the risk of compromising the private 
key if the memory storing the pass phrase or PIN is somehow accessible to an attacker or 
is written out to disk (e.g., if it is swapped or in a core dump). In addition, reliably 
caching the PIN for a set of simultaneously running applications is a non-trivial software 
engineering exercise. 

These requirements led us to develop an authentication solution that allows users to 
create identities for new entities dynamically in a light-weight manner, to delegate 
privileges to those entities (again in a dynamic, light-weight manner), to perform single 
sign-on, and that allows for the reuse of existing protocols and software with minimal 



modifications. The result is the X.509 Proxy Certificate, which we describe in the 
following sections. 

We note that while it may be possible to use Proxy Certificates for uses other than 
authentication, delegation and message protection, for example the signing or encryption 
of long-lived documents, these alternate uses were not motivating factors in the Proxy 
Certificate design and we have not investigated such use . 

3 Description of Proxy Certificates 
We now describe the contents of a Proxy Certificate and briefly discuss methods of 
revocation and path validation. 

3.1 Proxy Certificate Contents 
Proxy Certificates use the format prescribed for X.509 public key certificates [5,16] with 
the prescriptions described in this section on the contents. Proxy Certificates serve to bind 
a unique public key to a subject name, as a public key certificate does. The use of the 
same format as X.509 public key certificates allows Proxy Certificates to be used in 
protocols and libraries in many places as if they were normal X.509 public key 
certificates which significantly eases implementation. 

However, unlike a public key certificate, the issuer (and signer) of a Proxy Certificate is 
identified by a public key certificate or another Proxy Certificate rather than a 
certification authority (CA) certificate. This approach allows Proxy Certificates to be 
created dynamically without requiring the normally heavy-weight vetting process 
associated with obtaining public key certificates from a CA. 

The subject name of a Proxy Certificate is scoped by the subject name of its issuer to 
achieve uniqueness. This is accomplished by appending a CommonName relative 
distinguished name component (RDN) to the issuer’s subject name. The value of this 
added CommonName RDN should be at least statistically unique to the scope of the 
issuer. The value of the serial number in the Proxy Certificate should also be statistically 
unique to the issuer. Uniqueness for both of these values in our implementations is 
achieved by using the hash of the public key as the value. Unique subject names and 
serial numbers allow Proxy Certificates to be used in conjunction with attribute assertion 
approaches such as attribute certificates [8] and have their own rights independent of 
their issuer. 

The public key in a Proxy Certificate is distinct from the public key of its issuer and may 
have different properties (e.g., its size may be different). As we describe in more detail in 
Section 4, except when using Proxy Certificates for single sign-on, the issuer does not 
generate the public key-pair and has no access to the private key. 

All Proxy Certificates must bear a newly-defined critical X.509 extension, the Proxy 
Certificate Information (PCI) extension. In addition to identifying Proxy Certificates as 
such, the PCI extension serves to allow the issuer to express their desire to delegate rights 
to the Proxy Certificate bearer and to limit further Proxy Certificates that can be issued 
by that Proxy Certificate holder. 



The issuer’s desires towards delegation to the Proxy Certificates bearer are expressed in 
the PCI extension using a framework for carrying policy statements that allow for this 
delegation to be limited (perhaps completely disallowed). There exist today a number of 
policy languages for expressing delegation policies (e.g., Keynote, XACML, XrML), 
instead of defining a new mechanism or selecting a single existing policy language for 
expressing delegation policy (which probably would have bogged the process of 
standardizing Proxy Certificates down considerably), Proxy Certificates instead allow the 
issuer to use any delegation policy expression it chooses. The only restriction being that 
the issuer needs to know (through some out-of-band method) that the relying party 
understands its method of expression. This allows different deployments to select (or 
create) a method of delegation policy expression best suited for their purposes. 

This use of arbitrary policy expressions is achieved through two fields in the PCI 
extension: a policy method identifier and a policy field. The policy method identifier is 
an object identifier (OID) that identifies the delegation policy method used in the policy 
field. The policy field then contains an expression of the delegation policy that has a 
format specific to the particular method (and may be empty for methods that do not 
require additional policy).  For example, the identifier could contain an OID identifying 
the method as XACML and then the policy would contain an XACML policy statement. 

The Proxy Certificate RFC defines two policy methods that must be understood by all 
implementations of Proxy Certificates (in addition to any more sophisticated methods 
they may implement): 

• Proxying: This policy type indicates that the issuer of the Proxy Certificate 
intended to delegate all of their privileges to the Proxy Certificate bearer. 

• Independent: This policy type indicates that the issuer of the Proxy Certificate 
intended the Proxy Certificate by itself to convey none of the issuer’s privileges to 
the bearer. In this case the Proxy Certificate only serves to provide the bearer with 
a unique identifier, which may be used in conjunction with other approaches, such 
as attribute certificates, to grant its bearer privileges. 

For both of these methods, the policy field is empty since the intended delegation policy 
is explicit in the type.  

Certificate attribute X.509 Public key certificate X.509 Proxy Certificates 

Issuer/Signer A certification authority A public key certificate or 
another Proxy Certificate 

Name Any as allowed by issuer’s 
policy 

Scoped to namespace defined 
by issuer’s name 

Delegation from Issuer None Allows for arbitrary policies 
expressing issuer’s intent to 

delegate rights to Proxy 
Certificate bearer. 

Key pairs Uses unique key pair Uses unique key pair 

Table 1: Comparison of X.509 public key certificates and X.509 Proxy Certificates. 



The PCI extension also contains a field expressing the maximum path lengths of Proxy 
Certificates that can be issued by the Proxy Certificate in question. A value of zero for 
this field prevents the Proxy Certificate from issuing another Proxy Certificate. If this 
field is not present, then the length of the path of Proxy Certificates, which can be issued 
by the Proxy Certificate, is unlimited. 

3.2 Proxy Certificate Path Validation 
Validation of a certificate chain has two distinct phases. First validation of the certificate 
chain up to the public key certificate occurs, as described by RFC 3280 [16]. Validation 
of the Proxy Certificate portion of the chain is then performed as described in the Proxy 
Certificate RFC [37]. In summary these rules are: 

• Ensuring each Proxy Certificate has a valid Proxy Certificate Information 
extension as described in the previous section; 

• Each Proxy Certificate must have a subject name derived from the subject name 
of its issuer; 

• Verifying the number of Proxy Certificates in the chain does not exceed the 
maximum length specified in any of the Proxy Certificate Information extensions 
in the chain; and 

• Storing the delegation policies of each Proxy Certificate so that the relying party 
can determine the set of rights delegated to the bearer of the end Proxy Certificate 
used to authenticate. 

3.3 Revocation of Proxy Certificates 
There currently exists no implemented method for revocation of Proxy Certificates. The 
intent is that Proxy Certificates are created with short life spans, typically on the order of 
hours (with eight hours being the default of our implementation). Therefore, revocation 
has not been a pressing issue since this short lifetime limits the length of misuse if a 
Proxy Certificate were to be compromised. However, Proxy Certificates can be uniquely 
identified in the same manner as normal end-entity certificates, through the issuer and 
serial number, so the potential exists to revoke them using the same mechanisms (e.g., 
CRLs [16] or OCSP [28]). 

4 Use for Single Sign-on and Delegation 
In this section we describe how Proxy Certificates can be used to perform single sign-on 
and delegation. 

4.1 Enabling Single Sign-on 
Normally the private key associated with a set of long-term X.509 credentials is protected 
in some manner that requires manual authentication on the behalf of its owner. While this 
process serves to provide a high level of protection of the private key, it can be 
prohibitively burdensome if the user needs to access the key frequently for authentication 
to other parties. 



Proxy Certificates solve this problem by enabling single sign-on: that is, allowing the 
user to manually authenticate once in order to create a Proxy Certificate which can be 
used repeatedly to authenticate for some period of time without compromising the 
protection on the user’s long-term private key. This is accomplished by creating a new 
key pair (composed of a public and private key), and by subsequently using the user’s 
long-term private key to create a short-lived Proxy Certificate. The Proxy Certificate 
binds the new public key to a new name and delegates some or all of the user's privileges 
to the new name. The Proxy Certificate and the new private key are then used by the 
bearer to authenticate to other parties. Since the Proxy Certificate has a short lifetime, it 
is typically permissible to protect it in a less secure manner than the long-term private 
key. In practice this means the Proxy Certificate private key is stored on a local file 
system and is protected by only local file system permissions, which allows the user’s 
applications to access it without any manual intervention by the user. 
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Figure 1: Creation of a Proxy Certificate for single sign-on. Steps are described in the text. 

The process of creating a Proxy Certificate for single sign-on is shown in Figure 1. The 
steps, which are normally all done by a single application run by the user, are: 

1. A new key pair, consisting of a public and private key, is generated for use in the 
Proxy Certificate. The public key is encoded in a certificate request [20] for 
further processing. 

2. The user’s private key associated with their long-term public key certificate is 
accessed (possibly requiring the manual entering of a pass phrase or PIN by the 
user) to sign the certificate request containing the public key of the newly 
generated key pair hence generating a Proxy Certificate. After signing the Proxy 
Certificate, the user’s long–term private key can remain secured (or the associated 
smart card can be removed) until the Proxy Certificate expires. 

3. The Proxy Certificate and its associated private key are then placed in a file. This 
file is protected only by local file system permissions to allow for easy access by 
the user. 



When the Proxy Certificate expires, this process is repeated by the user to generate a new 
key pair and Proxy Certificate. The result from the perspective of the user is that manual 
authentication is required only infrequently to enable applications to authenticate on their 
behalf.  

4.2 Delegation over a Network 
Proxy Certificates can also be created so as to delegate privileges from an issuer to 
another party over a network connection without the exchange of private keys. This 
delegation process requires that the network connection be integrity-protected to prevent 
malicious parties from tampering with messages, but does not require encryption as no 
sensitive information is exchanged. 
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Figure 2: Delegation of a Proxy Certificate over a secured network connection.  

Steps are described in the text. 

Figure 2 shows the steps involved in the delegation of privileges by creation of a Proxy 
Certificate over a network connection: 

1. The initiator, on host A at left, connects to the target service on host B at right. 
The initiator and target service perform mutual authentication, the initiator using 
its existing Proxy Certificate and the target service uses the public key certificate 
of its own (not shown). After authentication, an integrity protected channel is 
established. These two steps can be accomplished by using the SSL protocol. 

2. After the initiator expresses its desire to delegate by some application-specific 
means, the target service generates a new public and private key pair. 

3. With the new public key, a signed certificate request is created and sent back over 
the secured channel to the initiator. 

4. The initiator uses the private key associated with its own Proxy Certificate to sign 
the certificate request, generating a new Proxy Certificate containing the newly 
generated public key from the target service. The initiator fills in appropriate 
values for the fields in the Proxy Certificate as described in Section 3.1 as well as 
a policy describing the rights it wishes to delegate. 



5. The new Proxy Certificate is sent back over the secured channel to the target 
service, which places it into a file with the newly generated private key. This new 
Proxy Certificate is then available for use on the target service for applications 
running on the user’s behalf. 

While the host receiving the delegated Proxy Certificate may have a long-term key pair 
of its own (bound to an X.509 public key certificate that it used for authentication), this 
key pair is typically not reused for the delegated Proxy Certificate. The reason is that a 
given host may have multiple users delegating privileges to it that are intended to be 
bound to specific processes and not shared across processes. The generation of a new key 
pair for each process greatly simplifies the task of keeping privileges compartmentalized. 
This approach also allows a user to “revoke” the delegation by deleting the Proxy 
Certificate private key as described in [13]. We discuss the performance ramifications of 
this approach in Section 7.  

5 Authorization Models for Proxy Certificates 
Proxy Certificates have three obvious modes of integration with authorization systems: 
full delegation of rights from the issuer—in effect, impersonation; no delegation of rights 
from the issuer, solely using attribute assertions to grant privileges; and a restricted 
delegation of some subset of the issuer’s rights to the Proxy Certificate bearer. In this 
section we describe our experiences with each of these three methods. 

5.1 Identity-based Authorization with Impersonation 
In our initial implementations, we used Proxy Certificates almost exclusively as 
impersonation credentials that granted the bearer the full rights of the issuer. This 
approach has the advantage of integrating easily with identity-based authorization 
systems since these systems can simply treat the bearer of such a Proxy Certificate as 
they would its issuer. However, such usage is not ideal from the point of view of trying to 
achieve least privilege delegation since it only supports the full delegation of the issuer’s 
rights. Thus, we explored other methods. 

5.2 Proxy Certificates with Restricted Delegation 
Proxy Certificates can be created with policies that delegate only a subset of the issuer’s 
rights to the Proxy Certificate bearer. While this form of usage is more in line with the 
goal of enabling least privilege delegation, the implementation becomes more complex.  
As we described in Section 3.1, Proxy Certificates do not mandate any particular 
delegation language for the issuer to express their delegation policy, but instead provide a 
framework for containing policy statements using a method of the issuer's choosing.  

The primary complication is that the relying party accepting the restricted Proxy 
Certificate must both understand the semantics of the delegation policy used and be able 
to enforce the restrictions that it imposes. Since these policies often contain application-
specific restrictions, it is difficult for a security library handling the authentication of the 
Proxy Certificate to know what restrictions the application understands and is capable of 
enforcing. Without assurance that the application (or some other part of the software 
stack) will handle the enforcement of the restrictions, the authentication library cannot 
safely accept a restricted Proxy Certificate. 



We have attempted to solve this problem by extending the API between the application 
and the security libraries to allow the application to express to the security libraries its 
knowledge and ability to handle given restriction delegation policies. However, this 
approach is difficult in practice since it must be done on a per-application basis. For this 
reason, we have not used this form of Proxy Certificate authorization to a large degree. 

5.3 Identity Creation with Additional Assertions 
The third method of using Proxy Certificates in authorization systems is to have Proxy 
Certificates convey no rights to the bearer (i.e., a policy type of “independent” as 
described in Section 3.1) and then use attribute assertions to assign rights to the bearer. 
This method has the advantage that attributes may be granted to the bearer from a number 
of different sources and may be done so at times other than the creation of the Proxy 
Certificate. 

However, there are two difficulties in implementation of this method that have slowed 
our adoption: 

• Lack of protocol support: The TLS protocol [6] and implementation of OpenSSL 
[32] (before the latest, version 0.9.7) lack support for X.509 attribute certificates. 
Thus, every application protocol must be modified to include a means of 
transporting attribute certificates. (We do note that our recent move to a web 
service based protocol [39] may ease this burden.) 

• Lack of granularity in enforcement systems: Many enforcement systems do not 
have the ability to enforce any policies with finer granularity than simple groups. 
Although there has been some work in finer-grained enforcement 
[25,33,12,21,22] these results are not yet portable across all applications and 
operating systems. 

6 Proxy Certificate Implementations and Applications 
Here we briefly describe our implementation of Proxy Certificates and some applications 
that use Proxy Certificates. 

6.1 Implementation in Globus Toolkit’s Grid Security Infrastructure 
The Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) implements Proxy Certificates to provide 
authentication and delegation capabilities for the Globus Toolkit. It allows application 
users to employ proxy certificates to authenticate to GSI-based services and to delegate 
Proxy Certificates to those services so that they may act on the user’s behalf. 

GSI is primarily intended to work with identity-based authorization systems and as such 
returns to the calling application an identity for the remote client. It is further intended to 
be used primarily with Proxy Certificates that have policies delegating the full set of their 
issuer’s rights to their bearer. In this case it returns the subject name from the X.509 
public key certificate that issued the original Proxy Certificate in the chain. As we 
describe in Section 6.4, GSI has also been used successfully with a combination of Proxy 
Certificates and attribute assertions. The use of GSI with restricted Proxy Certificates has 
been hampered by the issues described in Section 5.2. 



GSI includes a GSS-API [24] library, which handles authentication and delegation using 
Proxy Certificates. This library is based heavily on the OpenSSL [32] library, an open 
source implementation of the SSL protocol. The library uses OpenSSL to provide 
protocol support, including message protection and basic X.509 path validation. It adds to 
OpenSSL custom code for handling Proxy Certificates in addition to normal X.509 public 
key certificates and performing delegation. 

6.2 MyProxy: An Proxy Certificate Repository 
MyProxy [31,26] is a credential repository service that enables credential mobility and 
also alleviates the burden on users of managing and protecting files containing long-term 
secrets (i.e., private keys). We describe MyProxy briefly here, directing readers interested 
in more information to the references. 

MyProxy is similar in function to a traditional credential repository as defined in the 
IETF SACRED working group [18]. However, by using Proxy Certificates it can operate 
without long-term private keys ever leaving the MyProxy service. MyProxy allows a user 
to establish a protected channel to the MyProxy service using SSL (without a client-side 
certificate), to authenticate over that channel from a remote system using, for example, a 
username and pass phrase, and then obtain a Proxy Certificate bearing their privileges 
without having to carry their long-term public key certificate and private key around with 
them (a potentially error-prone and insecure process). 

6.3 Use in other Applications 
The GSI libraries have also found uses in common applications. For example, Proxy 
Certificates can be used as an alternative authentication mechanism in secure shell (SSH) 
[15], CVS [14], and FTP [1]. These and other applications use the GSS-API library from 
GSI to allow a user to authenticate to an appropriate GSI-enabled daemon using their 
Proxy Certificate. The GSI-enabled SSH application also allows the user to delegate a 
new Proxy Certificate so that other GSI-enabled applications can be used on the remote 
system. 

6.4 Proxy Certificates as Attribute Assertion Carriers 
Combining public-key certificates with attribute assertions allow for the reuse of a single 
PKI across multiple application domains. In such a scenario, the PKI is used as a identity 
provider and all applications or domain specific privilege information (e.g., group 
memberships, clearance level, citizenship) is conveyed by separate attribute authorities. 

However, as we mention in Section 5.3, many security protocols do not offer support for 
conveying attribute assertions. For example, the TLS protocol does not allow for attribute 
certificates in the set of provided client credentials. Thus, each application protocol must 
be modified to accommodate attribute assertions. 

One way to circumvent this problem is by way of Proxy Certificates: when creating a 
Proxy Certificate, the proxy certificate issuer has the opportunity to add additional 
information to the proxy certificate by way of certificate extensions (in addition to the 
PCI extension described in Section 3.1). Several Grid projects use this technique to 
bundle application-specific attributes dynamically in the Proxy Certificate. The 
Community Authorization Service (CAS) [33,12] makes use of SAML authorization 



decisions [34] to assert that the identity may perform (a group of) actions on (a group of) 
objects. The VO Membership Service (VOMS) [38] is a role-based authorization system 
that uses X.509 attribute certificates to assert a user’s group membership(s), role(s), and 
capabilities. PRIMA [25] is a similar system that uses X.509 attribute certificates 
containing XACML [7] statements to assert a user’s capabilities. 

7 Performance and Security Issues 
The expensive part of a Proxy Certificate creation is generating the new key pair. In this 
section, we only consider RSA key pairs due to lack of support in commonly used open 
source software stacks for alternatives, such as elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) [27]. 

Generating an RSA public key pair involves finding a pair of suitable prime numbers, 
which is a non-trivial amount of work that furthermore scales exponentially with the key 
length. Table 2 shows timings for key pair generation on a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 processor 
using the OpenSSL 0.9.7 library. We measure system CPU time and give averages over 
100 keys. 

 

Size (bits) Time (seconds) 

512 0.040 

768 0.094 

1024 0.176 

1536 0.415 

2048 1.348 

Table 2: Key generation times for RSA key pairs 

Unfortunately, use of specialized hardware such as cryptographic accelerators does not 
help these timings much, as such hardware is built with the assumption that RSA key 
generation occurs seldom and thus is not a performance sensitive operation.  

Consequently, key generation of normal key sizes may consume a substantial amount of 
CPU for hosts receiving delegated Proxy Certificates from multiple clients. It is tempting 
to use smaller key sizes since the lifetime of a Proxy Certificate key pair is comparably 
short. (Indeed, the 3.0 release of the Globus Toolkit does just this.) While a smaller key 
size may yet meet the targets for complexity necessary to make brute force attacks 
infeasible within the short lifetime of the key pair, one must remember the cascading 
effects on the context in which such a key is used. For example, private data transferred 
during an ftp connection will typically remain sensitive long after the transfer is 
completed, and if an eavesdropper records the whole ftp transfer they have a longer 
period of time than the life of the key pair during which they may attack the protection it 
provided. 

Thus, we note that Proxy Certificate generation comes with a non-negligible penalty in 
server-side key generation. Currently this means that services must take appropriate 
precautions when accepting Proxy Certificate delegations to prevent denial of service 



attacks. At the time of writing, the development of solutions that mitigate this problem is 
left as future work. 

8 Related work 
A number of schemes offer delegation in a similar manner to Proxy Certificates. We 
discuss a few of these schemes here and compare them to our Proxy Certificate work.  

8.1 Kerberos V5 
The Kerberos Network Authentication Protocol [23,29] is a widely used authentication 
system based on conventional (shared secret key) cryptography. It provides support for 
single sign-on via creation of “Ticket Granting Tickets” (TGTs), and support for 
delegation of rights via “forwardable” and “proxyable” tickets. The initial use of proxy 
credentials in Kerberos was described by Neuman [30], who also described restricted 
proxy credentials and proposed several uses for them, including cascaded delegation 
(using a proxy credential that contains restrictions to generate a new proxy with greater 
restrictions), authorization servers (servers that grant restricted proxy credentials based 
on a database of authorization information), and group servers (servers that grant 
restricted proxy credentials that convey rights to assert membership in groups). 

From the perspective of a user, applications using Kerberos 5 are similar to applications 
using X.509 Proxy Certificates. The features of Kerberos 5 tickets formed the basis of 
many of the ideas surrounding X.509 Proxy Certificates. For example, the local creation 
of a short-lived Proxy Certificate can be used to provide single sign-on in an X.509 PKI 
based system, just as creation of short-lived TGT allows for single sign-on in a Kerberos 
based system. And a Proxy Certificate can be delegated just as a forwardable ticket can 
be forwarded. Proxy Certificate and Kerberos also share the common method of 
protecting a TGT and protecting the private key of a Proxy Certificate by using local 
filesystem permissions. 

The major difference between Kerberos TGTs and X.509 Proxy Certificates is that 
creation and delegation of a TGT requires the involvement of a third party (the Kerberos 
Domain Controller), while Proxy Certificates can be unilaterally created by their issuers 
without the active involvement of a third party. 

8.2 X.509 Attribute Certificates 
An X.509 attribute certificate (AC) [8] can be used to grant to a particular identity some 
attribute such as a role, clearance level, or alternative identity such as “charging identity” 
or “audit identity.” Authorization decisions can then be made by combining information 
from the identity itself with signed attribute certificates providing binding of that identity 
to attributes. Attribute certificates can either be issued by a trusted entity specific to the 
issuance of attributes, known as an attribute authority, or by end entities delegating their 
own privileges. 

In the case of an attribute authority, this method works equally well with attributes 
certificates bound to public key certificates or Proxy Certificates. For example, Proxy 
Certificates can be used to delegate the issuer’s identity to various other parties who can 
claim attributes of the issuer. An AC could also be bound directly to a particular Proxy 
Certificate using the unique subject name from the Proxy Certificate. 



The uses of ACs that are granted directly by end entities overlap considerably with the 
uses of Proxy Certificates. However, this AC based solution to delegation has some 
disadvantages as compared to the Proxy Certificate based solution: 

• A similar modification to the validation framework, as in the Proxy Certificate 
RFC and described in Section 3.2, is needed in order to allow ACs to be signed by 
end entities. 

• Identifying short-lived, dynamically created identities as described in Section 2.2, 
remains a non-resolved problem. 

• All protocols, authentication code, and identity based authorization services must 
be modified to understand ACs.  

• ACs must be created and signed by the long-term identity credentials of the end 
entity. This implies that the entity must know in advance which other identities 
may be involved in a particular task in order to generate the appropriate ACs. On 
the other hand, Proxy Certificates bearers can delegate privileges through the 
creation of new Proxy Certificates without interaction of the entity holding the 
long-term identity credentials. 

We believe there are many unexplored tradeoffs between ACs and Proxy Certificates. 
Reasonable arguments can be made in favor of either an AC-based solution to delegation 
or a Proxy Certificate based solution to delegation. The approach to be taken in a given 
instance may depend on factors such as the software that it needs to be integrated into, 
the type of delegation required, and religion. 

8.3 SPX 
SPX [36] uses a structure entitled a “ticket” for delegation and single sign-on which is 
similar in purpose to Proxy Certificates. The two mechanisms share many common 
features: the SPX ticket is combined with a private key to provide a set of credentials to 
provide the means for authentication; the ticket and its private key are short-lived and 
normally stored in a file protected by file permissions; and the implementation uses the 
GSS-API as the application interface. 

The main difference is that SPX defines its own format for the ticket and its own 
protocols for authentication. Proxy Certificates, being based on X.509 public key 
certificates, allow for a significant reuse of the existing protocols and software designed 
for those certificates. 

Proxy Certificates also include the concept of a delegation policy (Section 3.1), which 
allows for arbitrary delegation of subsets of the issuers rights to the Proxy Certificate 
bearer. In contrast, SPX tickets only offer an impersonation mode. 

8.4 Delegation in Digital's DSSA 
Gasser and McDermott [13] describe a delegation scheme used in Digital’s Distributed 
System Security Architecture (DSSA). This restricted public-key based delegation is 
similar to Proxy Certificates in that it allows for cascading delegation, has delegations 
bound to unique keys, and has similar motivations. The primarily difference between 
Proxy Certificates and the DSSA work is our starting from X.509 public key certificates 



in order to allow for maximum protocol and software reuse. It is also unclear to what 
extent the DSSA work was implemented. 

8.5 Future XML Alternatives 
Proxy Certificates offer a pragmatic approach to delegation of rights in a SSL- and 
X.509-dominated world. By basing Proxy Certificates on the well established X.509 
certificates, the Proxy Certificates chains are easily exchanged in the SSL authentication 
protocol. Furthermore, by embedding the delegation policy statements inside of the Proxy 
Certificate, these delegation directives are exchanged as part of the SSL authentication 
process 

At this time, we appear to be moving towards a web services dominated world. We 
envision that pure XML-based alternatives to SSL/TLS will be invented for 
authentication and key exchange based on new and emerging specifications and standards, 
such as XML-Signature, XML-Encryption, WS-Trust, WS-SecureConversation, etc. We 
expect these new standards to be more authentication mechanism agnostic and supporting 
alternatives to X.509, such as PGP, SPKI, bare keys, etc. Furthermore, these protocols are 
also expected to be able to communicate attribute and authorization assertions 
transparently without requiring modification of the application protocol. Some of our 
initial work in this area is described in [39]. 

We are currently investigating these XML-based technologies as alternatives or 
enhancements to Proxy Certificates. For example, the equivalent functionality of a Proxy 
Certificate could be achieved through a fine-grained SAML [34] authorization assertion 
expressed or an XACML policy statement that empowers a bare key. The generation of 
this key and the issuing of this authorization assertion could follow the same procedure 
and pattern as we use for Proxy Certificates.  

9 Summary 
Standard X.509 identity and attribute certificates allow for the static assignment of 
identities and rights. However, some environments require that end entities be able to 
delegate and create identities quickly. We have described Proxy Certificates, a standard 
mechanism for dynamic delegation and identity creation in public key infrastructures. 
Proxy certificates are based on X.509 public key certificates in order to allow for 
significant reuse of protocols and open source software. Our Grid Security Infrastructure 
(GSI) implementation of Proxy Certificates exploits these opportunities for reuse to 
provide a widely used implementation of Proxy Certificate mechanisms. A number of 
applications and widespread deployment demonstrate the viability of Proxy Certificate 
mechanisms. 
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